Abstract-We study the problem of actively searching for an object in a three-dimensional (3-D) environment under the constraint of a maximum search time using a visually guided humanoid robot with 26 degrees of freedom. The inherent intractability of the problem is discussed, and a greedy strategy for selecting the best next viewpoint is employed. We describe a target probability updating scheme approximating the optimal solution to the problem, providing an efficient solution to the selection of the best next viewpoint. We employ a hierarchical recognition architecture, inspired by human vision, that uses contextual cues for attending to the viewtuned units at the proper intrinsic scales and for active control of the robotic platform sensor's coordinate frame, which also gives us control of the extrinsic image scale and achieves the proper sequence of pathognomonic views of the scene. The recognition model makes no particular assumptions on shape properties like texture and is trained by showing the object by hand to the robot. Our results demonstrate the feasibility of using state-of-the-art visionbased systems for efficient and reliable object localization in an indoor 3-D environment.
4)
Understanding: Recognition plus role of stimulus in the context of the scene. It is generally accepted that passive approaches to the vision problem have a number of shortcomings. As a means of addressing these problems, Bajcsy introduced in 1985 the concept of active perception or active vision as "a problem of intelligent control strategies applied to the data acquisition process" [3] . Active control of a vision-based sensor offers a number of benefits [4] , [5] . It allows us to 1) bring into the sensor's field of view regions that are hidden due to occlusion and self-occlusion; 2) foveate and compensate for spatial nonuniformity of the sensor; 3) increase spatial resolution through sensor zoom and observer motion that brings the region of interest in the depth of field of the camera; 4) disambiguate degenerate views due to finite camera resolution, lighting changes, and induced motion [6] ; and 5) deal with incomplete information and complete a task.
An active vision system's benefits must outweigh the associated execution costs [4] . Dealing with the associated costs of an active vision system is a fundamental problem in robot vision and the human visual system (HVS) [7] . In the HVS, this emerges as the attention problem [8] , a phenomenon subsuming the active vision problem that has recently started to emerge as an important issue in computer and robot vision. The associated costs in an active vision system include 1) deciding the actions to perform and their execution order; 2) the time to execute the commands and bring the actuators to their desired state; and 3) adapt the system to the new viewpoint, find the correspondences between the old and new viewpoint, and deal with sensor noise ambiguities [4] .
Tsotsos et al. [9] , [10] discuss the problem of sensor planning for object search. They prove the intractability of finding a finite sequence of sensor states that maximizes the probability of localizing an object in a three-dimensional (3-D) search region under a search cost constraint. Given a sequence of candidate states, the expected probability of localizing the object with each state, and the cost of each state, the authors select as the next state the one that maximizes the ratio of the benefit to the cost in a one-step look-ahead approach.
Some of the earliest work on active object localization includes Garvey's [12] work on searching for intermediate objects that participate in spatial relationships with the target object, in order to speed up the localization. Similarly, Wixson and Ballard [13] present an active object localization algorithm that uses intermediate objects to maximize the system's efficiency and accuracy. Such intermediate objects are usually easy to recognize at low resolutions, and they are, thus, located quickly.
Maver and Bajcsy [14] propose a next-view-planning algorithm to deal with occlusions and search for a target in hidden regions. Rimey and Brown's [15] TEA-1 vision system can search within a static image for a particular object and can also actively control a camera if the object is not within its field of view. Giefing et al. [16] propose an active vision system that incorporates camera gaze shifts for exploring scenes. Ekvall et al. [17] integrate a simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) approach with an object recognition algorithm based on receptive-field cooccurrence histograms. Other algorithms combine image saliency mechanisms with bag-of-features approaches [18] , [19] . Saidi et al. [20] present an implementation, on a humanoid robot, of an active object localization system that uses scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) features [21] and is based on the next-view planner described in [9] .
A number of papers have dealt with the similar problems of multiview detection and recognition. Some of the earliest work on view planning for object recognition includes the work by Wilkes and Tsotsos [22] . The authors suggest using various behaviors for detecting objects in the presence of ambiguities, such as view degeneracies [6] , occlusion, and limited depth information. Callari and Ferrie [23] , [24] define contextual knowledge as the join of a discrete set of prior hypotheses about the relative likelihood of various model parameters, given a set of object views with the likelihood of each object hypothesis as the agent explores the scene. Laporte and Arbel [25] also present a Bayesian approach to the viewpoint selection problem. Dickinson et al. [26] combine a Bayesian-based attention mechanism, with aspect graph-based object recognition and viewpoint control. Schiele and Crowley [27] use a measure called transinformation for building a robust recognition system. Similarly Borotschnig et al. [28] use an information-theoreticbased quantity (entropy) to decide the next view of an object that the camera should take to obtain more robust recognition in the presence of ambiguous viewpoints. Foissotte et al. [29] propose a next-view planner for 3-D object modeling and comment on its potential applications in multiview recognition. Roy et al. [30] , [31] present an active object recognition algorithm for objects that might not fit in the camera's field of view. A number of techniques for solving problems within the mobile robotics field, involve choosing a sequence of actions that reduce the amount of uncertainty under noise-free observations and noisy observations of the environment (e.g., Markov decision processes (MDPs) and partially observable MDPs (POMDPs) [32] , [33] ). The use of POMDPs for the scene exploration and SLAM problems has gained popularity among the robotics community. POMDPs have been applied successfully on problems that use nonvision-based sensors, and a significant research effort is currently underway on related problems utilizing MDPs/POMDPs with mixtures of vision and nonvision-based sensors [32] , [34] . In the next section, we describe our active object localization algorithm.
II. A HUMANOID ROBOT THAT SEARCHES
We address the problem of actively searching for an object in a 3-D environment using a research version of Honda's hu- manoid robot (see Fig. 1 and [35] ), which is a visually guided humanoid robot with 26 degrees of freedom. We describe an object probability updating scheme providing a solution to the best next viewpoint selection problem. We employ a hierarchical recognition architecture inspired by human vision [36] that uses contextual scene structure cues for attending to the architecture's view-tuned units at the proper intrinsic scales and for active control of the robotic platform's position, also giving us control of the extrinsic image scale and achieving the proper sequence of pathognomonic views of the scene. Cues used include hue, stereo depth information, expected viewpoint dependent occlusions, object scale, and target uniqueness within the scene context-uniqueness within each acquired image and across all acquired images.
In Fig. 2 , we show the system's organizational structure. Our system maintains a target map (see Section II-A), encoding the probability that each position in the search space contains the center of the object for which we are searching. Our system also maintains an obstacle map (see Section II-A), which encodes the structure of the explored scene. The robot we use [35] (which is referred to in this paper as Honda's humanoid robot or HR) executes a finite sequence of greedily selected movements, positioning itself to the next-best viewpoint that maximizes the probability of localizing the target object position (based on the target map probabilities), taking into consideration potential occlusions from each viewpoint (using the obstacle map information), while also minimizing the cost of moving to the new viewpoint (see Section II-B). As we briefly discuss in Section II-A, this approach helps us to deal with the intractability of the object localization problem under a cost constraint. The outputs of a feedforward hierarchical recognition architecture (see Section II-E) are transformed into single-view generative probabilities (see Section II-C and D) that encode desirable criteria of target uniqueness within each individual image, but also across multiple images. These probabilities are incorporated in a Bayesian framework that is used to update the target map probabilities. A strategy for minimizing the effects of deadreckoning errors on the system's reliability is also described in Section II-B. [11] break down of the active 3-D object localization architecture, outlining each executed loop iteration, and defining the execution order of each component in our architecture. In Section II-A, C, and D, we describe the motivation and the implementation of the "Update Maps" component and its outputs. In Section II-B, we describe the components "Hypothesis Generator and Inverse Kinematics," "Path Planner," and "Find Optimal Hypothesis," as well as their outputs. In Section II-E, we describe the "Feedforward Hierarchical Recognition" component.
A. Basic Definitions
We define the active object localization problem as the problem of finding a finite sequence of viewpoints that maximize the probability of localizing the target object, subject to a cost constraint [9] . This section formalizes the problem.
Assumption 1: We assume that exactly one instance of the target object exists in the scene.
Our system depends on three coordinate frames, the Heel Coordinate Frame, the World Coordinate Frame, and the Eye Coordinate Frame. The origin of the heel coordinate frame is defined as the projection on the floor plane of the point centered between HR's two heels. Its Z-axis is parallel to the floor's normal and points upward. Its X-axis points in HR's forward direction (see Fig. 1 ). The world coordinate frame is the inertial frame and corresponds to the initial heel coordinate frame. Finally, the eye coordinate frame is the left camera's coordinate frame (see Fig. 1 ).
The search space consists of a 3-
, whose coordinates are expressed with respect to the world coordinate frame. The target map is a discretization of the 3-D search space into nonoverlapping 3-D cells. Each cell is assigned the probability that it is the cell in the scene containing the target object's centroid (see Fig. 2 ). The obstacle map is a discretization of the 3-D search space into binary valued 3-D cells. Each cell indicates whether it contains solid structure (see Fig. 2 ). Finally, a never-viewed map discretizes the 3-D search space into binary valued cells, denoting the cells that have been sensed at least once. The updating of these maps is discussed in Section II-C. In this paper, the discretization of the target, never-viewed, and obstacle maps is the same and consists of cells with equal volumes (5 cm × 5 cm × 5 cm), whose centers are uniformly sampled at 5 cm intervals along each axis (see Fig. 1 ). We use a set of positive integers C = {1, 2, ..., |C|} to index each cell in the target, obstacle, and never-viewed maps, where |C| denotes the cardinality of set C. All cells of the obstacle map are initialized as containing no obstacle. A cell of the never-viewed map is initialized as "not-viewed" if and only if the corresponding target map cell has a nonzero prior probability. Since we assume that a single target object exists in the scene, the target map cells sum to one.
Definition 1 (Scene Sample Function):
A scene sample function μ v n ( x) denotes the sensor output that was acquired under a parameter v n representing the sensor state at step n ∈ N (e.g., v n could represent the extrinsic camera parameters, field of view, etc.), where x is an index into the scene sample function μ v n . We use λ n to denote the sensor output acquired at step n, without specifying v n . For example, in the case of grayscale images, x = (i, j) can denote a pixel index and μ v n ( x) = λ n ( x) is the intensity of pixel x, assuming the camera's parameters were set to v n when the image λ n was acquired. Thus, event {μ v n } is equivalent to the occurrence of two events: the event where the sensor state is set to v n and the event where the sensor output is function λ n . Given some μ v n , we refer to λ n as the image of μ v n .
Note that if we condition on v n , then the conditioned event {μ v n }|{v n } is equivalent to event {λ n }|{v n }. In this paper, a sensor state v n specifies the eye coordinate frame and the heel coordinate frame with respect to the world coordinate frame, while μ v n denotes the sensor state v n and the image λ n that is acquired by HR's left camera (the eye coordinate frame), under state v n . We define a probability space Υ = (X 1 , Σ 1 , p 1 ) [37] for any sensor state v ∈ X 1 , where X 1 is a set of sensor parameter states, Σ 1 is a σ-algebra of X 1 , and p 1 is a probability measure on X 1 , whose support includes all states that are achievable by our sensor in the current scene. Similarly, for each v, we define a probability space Υ(v) = (X v , Σ v , p v ) with p v (λ) denoting the conditional probability of occurrence of an image λ ∈ X v , if the image were acquired under sensor state v. The underlying probability measure, models the sensed scene uncertainty (image noise, varying illumination conditions, deadreckoning errors, etc.) and is largely unknown and difficult to model in practice.
Given a sequence v 1 , . . . , v n of sensor states, the total sequence cost T (n) associated with executing the sequence is given by T (n) = T (n − 1) + t o (v n −1 , v n ), where t o (v n −1 , v n ) denotes the sum of the costs of planning the next state v n from state v n −1 and of reaching sensor state v n from sensor state v n −1 . T (1) is the cost of reaching state v 1 from the initial robot state. In this paper, the cost t o (v n −1 , v n ) is proportional to the sum of the time the robot takes to plan the next move v n and of the time the robot state takes to reach state v n from initial state v n −1 (e.g., the time to execute one iteration of the loop in Fig. 2 ). We define one variant of the constrained active object localization (CAOL) problem as follows. . Solutions to the aformentioned problem can compensate for our limited knowledge on Υ(v) ∀v and satisfy the need to minimize actuator and sensor movements, by searching for a finite sequence v n , . . . , v 1 that minimizes the total search time and that best samples the unknown probability spaces. In [10] , it is shown that a number of variants of the problem are NP-hard [38] . The rest of Section II presents an efficient algorithm that approximates the optimal solution to the CAOL problem.
B. Hypotheses Generation and Evaluation
We now describe our next-view-planning algorithm that allows us to select the next sensor state v n , given that we have executed actions v 1 , . . . , v n −1 . In Section II-C and II-D, we discuss how to update the target, obstacle, and never-viewed maps for each new sensor state v n HR finds itself in (each loop iteration in Fig. 2 ). We use a hypothesize-and-test approach to the next-view-planning problem that parallels the greedy and near-optimal strategy for solving the Knapsack problem [9] , [38] . The approach is a one-step look-ahead algorithm, which also parallels the optimality of the ideal searcher [39] . For each sensor state v corresponding to one of the candidate hypotheses, we assign a score that is based on 1) the likelihood of detecting the object from the sensor state v, given the expected occlusions and expected intrinsic scale of the projected object if it were centered in each of the target cells viewed by setting v; and 2) the expected cost of reaching state v from the current state. We proceed by defining the candidate hypotheses/sensor states over which we optimize the next-view planner when selecting the next sensor state.
Intuitively, our set of candidate hypotheses consists of the cross product of 1) a set of poses for the heel coordinate frame with 2) a set of poses for the eye coordinate frame expressed with respect to the heel coordinate frame. This cross product corresponds to the set of poses from which HR can explore the scene. In more detail, the movement list (ML) is a finite set of coordinates that lie in
The ML corresponds to all the possible positions and orientations that we wish HR to consider for its heel coordinate frame at each iteration of the algorithm's loop (see Fig. 2 ). In our online implementation of the algorithm, the ML is generated by uniformly sampling each dimension of
The gaze list (GL) consists of a finite set of 3-D coordinates expressed with respect to the heel coordinate frame. All the points in the GL must be capable of being projected on the image center, using an HR whole-body-motion command, which does not involve changing the heel coordinate frame-e.g., it changes head pant/tilt, body, and leg posture but not the position of the feet. The candidate hypotheses list (CL) consists of the cross products of the ML with the GL-i.e., CL = ML × GL. For each position of HR's heel in ML, the GL corresponds to a set of regions around the robot that can be explored ("looked at") without changing the heel position. Each w ∈ CL is mapped to a sensor state map(w) that has the same heel coordinate frame as w and has an eye coordinate frame such that the GL point of w projects on the frame's image center (i.e., if multiple sensor states satisfy w, then map(w) selects one such state deterministically).
We need to define a measure of "clearance" between HR and scene obstacles that will allow us to detect potential collisions during the path-planning phase. To this extent, the HR bounding cylinder is defined as the 3-D region encompassed by the smallest volume cylinder, whose medial axis intersects the heel coordinate frame's origin, is parallel to that frame's Z-axis, and completely encompasses HR (see Fig. 1 ). We use a path planner based on Dijkstra's algorithm to determine whether there exists a path from HR's heel coordinate frame origin corresponding to the current sensor state v n −1 to a candidate sensor state v and to find the shortest path to follow in moving from v n −1 to v. Let
denote the projection of the ML on its first two dimensions. Then, the nodes of the graph used by the path planner correspond to ML . Each pair of nodes n 1 , n 2 ∈ ML , n 1 = n 2 are connected by an edge if 1) the two nodes fall in neighboring cells on the Voronoi diagram of ML and 2) the total number of cells marked as obstacles plus the total number of cells marked as never-viewed in the corresponding maps, that also lie in HR's bounding cylinder as it traverses from n 1 to n 2 , do not exceed a threshold θ . The edge weight is the distance between the two nodes. In Section II-C, we will need to update the target map cells, which lie inside the target object's volume and are, thus, occluded from all viewpoints. We continue by defining certain data structures for achieving this goal, which are also used by the next-view planner.
The target bounding cylinder at 3-D position x consists of the 3-D region encompassed by the smallest volume cylinder that would completely engulf the target object should the target object be centered at x and be positioned "upright" on its predesignated base side. The cylinder's medial axis is set parallel to the world coordinate frame's z-axis.
Assume we have executed actions v 1 , . . . , v n . We say that cell i is a visible cell under state v if cell i lies in the sensor's estimated field of view under state v, cell i is not occluded from viewpoint v by any obstacle in the obstacle map built using the depth maps of μ v 1 , . . . , μ v n , and the intrinsic scale of the projection on the image plane of target object t, if it were centered in cell i, lies in the permissible range of intrinsic scales of our feedforward hierarchy (see Section II-E). A set V (v; v n , . . . , v 1 ) of cell indices denotes the visible cells. We estimate the best matching intrinsic scale of a target centered in cell i, by the size on the image plane of the projection of the target bounding cylinder centered in cell i. In contrast with [5] , the visibility range for state v depends on the recognition scale and not on the camera's depth of field.
Let γ i denote a neighborhood of constant radius centered at cell i. Let n (γ i , v) ∈ {0, 1} take a value of 1 iff there exists a cell j in neighborhood γ i such that j ∈ V (v; v n −1 , . . . , v 1 ), and there exists an unobstructed path from the current position/sensor state v n −1 to a position corresponding to state v, as calculated by the path planner. Recall that the path planner only outputs paths for which, at any point along the path, HR's bounding cylinder does not intersect too many obstacles and never-viewed cells. The intractability results in [9] and [10] motivate a solution to the next-view planning for the CAOL problem, based on the greedy approximation to the Knapsack problem. Thus, the next sensor state v n is given by
where CL = map(CL), which is the range of map(·) using CL as its domain. We continue the search until we have reached the maximum search cost T specified in the CAOL problem.
An important problem is that of determining good termination conditions. One solution is to constrain the thresholding by θ in the CAOL problem to cells that have been viewed at least once.
As it is shown in [10] , fusing multiple views (i.e., fusing their obstacle, target, and never-viewed maps with the corresponding maps we have built so far) requires accurate dead-reckoning for the resultant target probability, obstacle, and never-viewed maps to be accurate. Dead-reckoning errors lead to an increased bias in the target localization and destroy any guarantees of a decreasing target map entropy, making the probability thresholding of the CAOL problem sensitive to errors and inappropriate. However, it is an inevitable fact that we need to continuously update the target probability, obstacle, and never-viewed maps as a means of guiding the where-to-look-next functionality of our localization algorithm. We, thus, take the middle road and use the updated maps to guide the where-to-look-next behavior of the recognition algorithm. We search until the total cost of our search exceeds T , at which point, the algorithm outputs, as the target locationî t , the cell with the maximum single-view generative probability across all n acquired imageŝ
where
The function M (v n ) helps us to deal with dead-reckoning errors, and denotes the marked candidate cells of iteration n. We say that cell i is a marked candidate cell at iteration n if its center lies inside a target bounding cylinder that is centered at some cell j ∈ V (v n ; v n ), which according to the depth map of μ v n contains an obstacle. As we will see in Section II-C, function M (·) is also used to update the target map probabilities of cells, which lie inside the object volume and are, thus, occluded from all viewpoints.
Because M (v n ) uses the depth map of only a single view v n , we avoid many of the previously discussed problems caused by dead-reckoning errors. Fig. 1 shows the marked candidate cells induced by an obstacle (the vase in the figure), assuming that the target bounding cylinder of the object we are searching for spans the gray cells and is centered in the cell with the obstacle. The estimation of the generative probabilities in (3), and their role in updating our maps, is discussed in Section II-C-E. The advantages of (3) in object localization are significant, since limiting the dead-reckoning errors using standard vision-based SLAM approaches is nontrivial. We could further refine the detection accuracy, at the expense of the localization accuracy however [10] , by performing a new search around the cells closest to a hypothesized target position to validate that those cells do contain the target.
C. Updating the Target, Obstacle, and Never-Viewed Maps
As mentioned earlier, our localization algorithm relies on a feedforward hierarchical recognition architecture that is inspired by human vision [36] . We postpone the discussion on the training and construction of this architecture until Section II-E and proceed in this section by discussing the use of the outputs of this feedforward hierarchy (the target confidence maps) to update the target, obstacle, and never-viewed maps.
Theorem 1 (Bayesian Target Map Updating):
Proof: See the Appendix. Since we condition on v n , then Definition 1) . The theorem's second assumption implies that positioning the sensor without acquiring an image does not provide any information.
Equation (4) links the discriminative problem of calculating p(c t i |λ n , v n , . . . , λ 1 , v 1 ) to the generative problem of modeling p(λ n |c t i , v n ). Theorem 1 assumes that λ n is conditionally independent of previous sensor readings/states, given the cell i, where the target is centered and given state v n . By Assumption 1, exactly one instance of the target exists in the scene, which implies that events c t i , v n are sufficient to determine which regions of λ n (if any) may correspond to the projection of the target object on the image plane and which regions must correspond to the background, making the assumptions in Theorem1 realistic simplifications to our problem. Due to the difficulty in modeling an image λ n with an arbitrary background, we are implicitly assuming that p(λ n |c The greater the uncertainty in space Υ(v n ), the weaker this assumption of conditional independence becomes, due to increased sources of errors (e.g., dead-reckoning errors) in the mapping of an object centered in cell i to μ v n . The earlier described generative probabilities make it possible to update the target map probabilities using [36] . The architecture consists of a shape path and a color path. The shape path consists of several layers. The S1 layer convolves the grayscale image with Gabor filters of four different orientations and computes a winner-take-most nonlinearity. The C1 layer pools the magnitude of the results to a lower resolution. The S2 layer responds to local combinations within the C1 layer and the C2 layer performs an additional pooling. The color path splits the input image into its RGB channels and downsamples them to match the dimension of the planes in C2. (b) Training and use of SLPs. In the training process, object views were presented in different scales to generate scale-sensitive SLPs on top of C2. In the recognition process, the receptive fields of these SLPs were shifted over the C2 layer of the whole scene to get a position and size-sensitive response in the form of target confidence maps over seven intrinsic scales. The size of the target object's projection on the image plane specifies the intrinsic scale that returns the best response. Theorem 1. Note that previously described object localization methodologies that apply a binary object detector on each input image (e.g., [5] and [9] ) are not suited for use with Theorem 1, due to their inability to distinguish the foreground from the background in an image.
For each new iteration n, the obstacle map is updated by marking as occupied any cell that is found by our depth extraction algorithm to contain solid structure. The never-viewed map is updated at iteration n by marking as "viewed" every cell index in V (v n ; v n ) ∪ M (v n ) and leaving unchanged all the other cells. Ideally, under good depth estimation and limited occlusions, each cell in the target object's volume, including the target centroid, ends up as a marked candidate cell from at least one viewpoint. For each cell i ∈ V (v n ; v n )\M (v n ) that had not been viewed at least once before iteration n and no structure is found in it at iteration n, we set p(c t i |λ n , v n , . . . , λ 1 , v 1 ) = 0 by the assignment p(λ n |c t i , v n ) ← 0, implying that we consider it impossible to sense λ n from viewpoint v n if the target is centered in cell i. For each marked cell that had been viewed at least once before iteration n, and was assigned p(c t i |λ n −1 , v n −1 , . . . , λ 1 , v 1 ) = 0 due to it containing no structure (potentially due to stereo depth extraction errors or dead-reckoning errors), we treat that cell as if iteration n was the first time that cell became visible by appropriately adjusting the probability value from the target map that is to be updated. We continue by defining p(λ n |c (4) ] through the use of target confidence maps.
Given a scene sample function μ v that was acquired under sensor state v, and assuming we are searching for object t, a target confidence map is the output of our single-view recognition algorithm on this input image. Such a target confidence map can be thought of as a multiscale topographic map, which assumes values in the range [0, 1], with higher values denoting an increased likelihood that the target object t projects with a given scale on the corresponding image region. Their construction is overviewed in Section II-E. Fig. 1 overviews the process of using the confidence maps of an image to produce the corresponding generative probabilities that are used to update the 3-D target map under Theorem 1. In Section II-E, we describe how the target confidence maps are built, based on the hierarchical recognition architecture of [36] . The target confidence maps are constructed over seven scales in our implementation (N = 7 scales). The range of CM( q; μ v , v, s, t) lies in [0, 1], with a higher value implying a greater confidence that target t projects on pixel q, with a scale s. The resolution of CM(·; μ v , v, s, t) is the same for all scales s and does not have to be identical to the resolution of μ v (see Section II-E). This is formalized by Theorem 2, which is overviewed in the following and in the Appendix. Each function f (·) = CM( · ; μ v , v, s, t) and 
Our goal is to appropriately model the generative probabilities of the feedforward hierarchies in order to calculate the probabilities in (5). We study some of the properties of an ideal target confidence map and use these properties to motivate the construction of a generative model for our localization algorithm that shares similar properties. In general, the higher the firing rate at a confidence map pixel q, the more likely the target projects on that position. This observation is used in Theorem 2 in the Appendix. Intuitively, Theorem 2 formalizes the ideal behavior of the confidence maps, whereupon the greater the belief that the target object projects on a particular image position (based on the firing rate at the corresponding confidence map position), the less likely it is that we would witness at least that intense a firing rate if we were to pick an arbitrary pixel of the target confidence map. This simple model motivates the algorithm for updating the probabilities in (5) and for localizing target object positions by attending to a particular scale and position in the target confidence maps. From Theorem 1 and by the approximation p(λ n |c
In Section II-D, we discuss how we deal with the high dimensionality of vector − − → CM( q; λ n , v n , t) ∀ q. We use an approximation to p(λ n |c t i , v n ) that models target uniqueness within each individual scene viewpoint and across multiple scene viewpoints.
D. Interpolating the Probability
The high dimensionality of a vector − − → CM( q; μ v , v, t) makes it preferable to do the generative modeling in (6) 
Thus, the right-hand side of (5) is approximated by
Given a target confidence map for sensor state v, proj 2 (i, v) denotes the pixel on the target confidence map on which the center of target map cell i projects.
In accordance with the monotonic behavior of the ideal confidence maps (see Theorem 2), we use the cumulative distribution of CM(·; μ v , v, proj 1 (i, v, t), t) based on the histogram of the pixel firing rates induced by visible cells that lie in our search space to ensure the monotonicity property of Theorem 2 is preserved for the arbitrary probability distributions that can occur in practice and to provide an image-specific measure of uniqueness. Thus, ∀i 1 
where the second and third probabilities are calculated using the corresponding histogram of CM(·; μ v , v, proj 1 (i, v, t), t), as described earlier. The first and fourth probabilities are defined in Theorem 2 and denote the expected fraction of firing rates in a random confidence map that lie in
The firing rate corresponding to an object whose centroid coincides with the center of cell i, is given by CM(proj 2 (i, v); μ v , v, proj 1 (i, v, t) , t). By Theorem 2, if we have a "good" recognition algorithm, the more likely the target object is centered in cell i-based on an increased firing rate i 1 = CM(proj 2 (i, v); μ v , v, proj 1 (i, v, t), t) , for example, the smaller the value of p(CM (·; μ v , v, proj 1 (i, v, t) , t) ≥ i 1 ) is, signifying the rarity and importance of the image region. The rarity of this firing rate, within the context of the firing rates present in the current confidence map, is used in the prior placed in the numerator of (8) , which leads to
where 
(i, v, t), t)).
We proceed by using an interpolation scheme to model the probability p(c t i |CM(·; μ v , v, proj 1 (i, v, t), t)). We begin by stating some definitions and some of the properties that the probability must satisfy. While p(β i ) provides an image-specific measure of the uniqueness of each marked cell i, we use
to model a global measure of the target likelihood across the multiple images acquired during search. Equations (12)- (15) in the Appendix specify the parameter values of the interpolation model we will use to achieve this. Before (12)- (15) 
Typically, as is the case in our feedforward hierarchy bottom(μ v , v, t, i) = 0.
For target t and intrinsic scale s, we define eer(s, t) as the equal error rate (EER) of the corresponding confidence map's firing rates. The EER eer(s, t) is the firing rate threshold when it is equally likely for a confidence map firing rate above or below that threshold to represent a falsepositive or a false-negative with regards to target t projecting at a scale s. The EERs are estimated during the training process overviewed in Section II-E. Thus, ideally, if q = proj 2 (i, v) and s = proj 1 
, which implies that for all scales s , eer(s , t) provides a firing rate threshold, which is equally likely to represent the presence and the absence of the target. We use the EERs to normalize the firing rates across scales and make them comparable with each other.
By Assumption 1 and presuming an ideal confidence map, if the target is present in μ v , then part of the target must project somewhere on the image with a firing rate of at least topN (μ v , v, t, i), which effectively means that any image region with a firing rate less than topN (μ v , v, t, i) does not correspond to a target projection. In conjunction with the singleimage-specific measure of uniqueness p(β i ), we use the EERs to normalize the firing rates across scales and make them comparable to each other, thus, adding a global measure of uniqueness across all captured images. Each of topN (μ v , v, t, i),  top(μ v , v, t, i), and bottom(μ v , v, t, i) is mapped to probabilities p topN (μ v , v, t, i), p top (μ v , v, t, i), and p bottom (μ v , v, t, i) , respectively, using linear functions (defined in the Appendix), which take into account the effects of the EERs. As we will see, these normalized probabilities specify the "knots" of the interpolation model at three possible values of p(β i ).
We 
(i, v, t), t)) ≤ min(1, p(c t i )/p(β i )). 2) If p(β i ) = β topN (μ v , v, t, i) > p(c t i ), then the probability p(CM(·; μ v , v, proj 1 (i, v, t), t)|c t i ) is set equal to p(c t i |CM(·; μ v , v, proj 1 (i, v, t), t))p(β i )/p(c

(i, v, t), t))p(β i )/p(c t i ) = p top (μ v , v, t, i).
5) If p(β i ) < p(c t i ), then the probability p(CM(·; μ v , v, proj 1 (i, v, t), t)|c t i ) is constant for all p(β i ) < p(c t i ) and is set equal to p top (μ v , v, t, i).
Constraints (1)-(5) guarantee that if p(CM(·; μ v , v, proj 1 (i, v, t), t)|c t i ) ≥ 0.5, the firing rate of top(μ v , v, t, i) exceeds eer(proj 1 (i, v, t), t) (providing a global measure of uniqueness) and p(β i ) is sufficiently small (guaranteeing local target uniqueness within μ v ). The higher the value of p(CM(·; μ v , v, proj 1 (i, v, t), t)|c
t i ), the more likely it is that the target projects on the image plane and comparisons of the generative probabilities across different μ v become meaningful. Furthermore, the definition of p topN guarantees that if p topN = 0.5, the number of cells that can be assigned p(CM(·; μ v , v, proj 1 (i, v, t), t)|c t i ) ≥ 0.5 is constrained by the expected projection size of the target object on the image plane. Note that for p(β i ) = 0, (10) has a value of zero. However, the value p(β i ) = 0 signifies a rare event for which we would like to assign a high probability to (10) (μ v , v, t, i), p topN (μ v , v, t, i), p bottom (μ v , v, t, i ) is a function of p(β i )-and a global measure of uniqueness across all images-we take into consideration an absolute measure of uniqueness across all images, via constraints 1)-5). In conjunction with (6) and (10), this completes the discussion on updating of the target map probabilities when cell
we use Assumption 1 to set an equal generative probability ∀i ∈ V (v n ), by letting p(λ n |c
Note that by our construction of the generative probabilities p(λ n |c t i t , v n ) ≈ 1 when i t ∈ V (v n ), with i t denoting the cell where the target object is centered. One might argue that our formulation is incorrect, since typically λ p(λ|c 
E. Building the Target Confidence Maps
To calculate the target confidence maps − − → CM(·; μ v , v, t) of target t for a given RGB input image that was acquired under sensor state v (e.g., scene sample function μ v ), we apply a multiscale convolutional template matching. This is not done on the original RGB images but on the output of the hierarchical feedforward architecture described in detail in [36] and overviewed in this section. This architecture is based on weight-sharing, and a succession of feature detection and pooling stages [see Fig. 3(a) ] and is meant to simulate some of the shape processing mechanisms of the ventral visual pathway. As it is shown in [40] and Fig. 3(b) , this recognition model can be trained interactively in an online fashion for up to 50 arbitrary objects by manual demonstration, using unconstrained in-hand rotation. Unlike other methods, like SIFT-based recognition, it imposes no constraints on strong planar textures or canonical views of the objects.
The first feature-matching layer S1 is composed of four orientation sensitive Gabor filters. We use a threshold function to apply a winner-take-most mechanism between features located at the same position in each map. The subsequent C1 layer subsamples the S1 features by pooling down to a quarter of the original resolution in both directions, using a Gaussian receptive field and a sigmoidal nonlinearity. Fifty features in the intermediate layer S2 are obtained by sparse coding and are sensitive to local combinations of the features from the C1 layer. Layer C2 again performs spatial pooling and reduces the resolution by half in each direction. The fifty shape maps in C2 are extended by three color maps, generated by downsampling the RGB channels of the input image.
The templates are trained by acquiring 1000 views of each one of the target objects. Fig. 4 shows examples of views of the objects used in our results. The objects are held in front of a cluttered background and frames are grabbed using HR's stereo camera system. The region containing the object is determined, based on a depth criterion and is scaled to a fixed output resolution, as described in [40] and [41] . Besides the object views, a large set of clutter views are collected and used as negative training examples.
The template responds strongly to views of the current object and responds weakly to views of other objects or clutter. We train a single layer perceptron (SLP) for each combination of object and scale. We use an SLP with a sigmoidal nonlinearity to restrict the output range to [0, 1]. For a given scale, the images in the database are first downsampled, and afterwards, their C2 activations are calculated. Then, an SLP is trained for each object, using its own views as positive examples and all other views as negative examples.
The training is done for seven different intrinsic scales (1 ≤ s ≤ 7), covering object sizes between 64 × 64 and 160 × 160 pixels from input images of 800 × 600 pixels. During the search for a certain object, the corresponding seven scale-sensitive template SLPs are used to convolve the C2 activation of the current input image, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . The output corresponding to each scale's SLPs defines the target confidence map CM (·; μ v , v, s, t) . Examples of target confidence maps over multiple scales are available in the supplementary material documentation.
To train the SLPs, we use 800 views per object. The remaining 200 views are used to evaluate the offline recognition performance. When classifying a test image by determining the maximal activated SLP, we observe that for the smallest scale, views of different objects are confused in about 25% of the cases, whereas for the largest scale, the error rate was 19%. However, in this paper, the task is not object recognition (i.e., competition of different object hypotheses), but localization of a prespecified target object. Therefore, it is more important to determine how well the SLPs corresponding to the target, separate its views from all other input (views from other objects, but mainly clutter views). This is addressed by means of a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis, which shows the relation between the false-positive and false- negative rate of detection as a function of a threshold parameter. The EER denotes the threshold value, where both false-positive and false-negative rates are equal. Fig. 4(c) shows that some objects have a very low probability of being confused (e.g., objects 4, 7, and 9), while for other objects, this separation is worse (especially for objects 13, 14, and 16). These results are reflected in the evaluation of the object search performance in Sections III and IV. Despite these differences, the chosen representation and processing is not constrained to certain types of objects, since HR can learn a representation of the target object directly before the search.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Test Protocol
We evaluate the active localization algorithm by its reliability and speed in localizing the target objects. To evaluate our method systematically and in a reproducible way, we record a number of datasets, and use these in offline simulated test runs. We also perform real-time tests verifying the online performance. We test our algorithm by searching for 20 different targets (see Fig. 4 ) under five different test scenarios. Note that the search space in Scenarios 3-5 is significantly larger than that of Scenarios 1 and 2 (see Fig. 5 ). In each scenario, all target objects are positioned in the scene "upright" on their prespecified bases. The cost function in Scenarios 1, 2, 3, and 5 is defined as t o (v n −1 , v n ) = c 1 + c 2 d n and depends on the optimal path distance d n chosen by Dijkstra's algorithm, where constant c 2 denotes the inverse of HR's walking speed and c 1 is the expected processing time for all other components in each iteration of the algorithm's loop (see Fig. 2 ). The target, obstacle, and never- viewed maps are discretized using 5 cm × 5 cm × 5 cm cubes, as in [5] . Scenarios 1 and 2 investigate the performance of the algorithm as the number of possible viewpoints from which the search region is sensed, increases. The comparisons between Scenarios 3 and 4 quantify the benefits of using the greedy next-view planner (see Scenario 3), as compared with simply moving at each step to the scene position, where the probability of detecting the target is maximized (see Scenario 4), by having t o (·, ·) always return a constant movement cost value in Scenario 4. The comparison between Scenarios 3 and 5 quantifies the benefits of using our greedy where-to-look-next algorithm (see Scenario 3), as opposed to randomly searching for the target, by assigning a random score to each of the candidate hypotheses v ∈ CL in (2) for which there exists a path from the current sensor state to state v (see Scenario 5) . The comparison between Scenarios 4 and 5 quantifies the role that the target maps play in choosing the best next view for detecting the target, when we ignore the sequence cost function t o (·, ·). In Section III-B, we describe each scenario's dataset in detail. Note that since Scenarios 3-5 differ only in the next-view planner used, the same offline dataset is used in these three scenarios. For each of the five scenarios, we execute 80 test runs. In these 80 test runs, we search for each of the 20 objects by starting the search from the four positions shown in Fig. 5 .
To evaluate the search performance in each scenario, we use the ground truth position of all the objects in the scenario, with respect to the world coordinate frame. For each object in each scenario, we measure its position (its centroid) in the world coordinate frame using a measuring tape, as a means of evaluating target localization reliability. However, using these measurements alone by themselves, to determine whether HR has localized the target, is insufficient. This is because of potentially small errors in making these measurements, dead-reckoning errors in the estimates of the heel positions in the samples of our dataset, small stereo depth estimation errors, as well as irregular object surfaces. We, thus, define two metrics based on which the results in Section IV are built.
The image score of a particular scene sample function μ v i is defined as max j ∈M (v i ) p(λ i |c t j , v i ), the maximum generative probability of all the marked candidate cells of step i. The maximal target image im max of a given test run is the image with the highest image score among a set S of images. We define S as the largest subset of the set of images captured during the test run that satisfies the following constraint: ∀λ i ∈ S, ∃j m ∈ M (v i ) such that the centroid of cell j m projects on the target object in image
, and the estimated ground truth of the target's centroid in the world coordinate frame (estimated using a measuring tape, as previously described) is within distance of cell j m 's centroid.
For each image in a test run, there corresponds an image score and the 3-D world coordinate of the associated cell. If the 3-D cell of an image score falls within 20 cm of the expected target position, by projecting the 3-D coordinate of the cell back in the image plane we visually determine whether the image score was due to detection of the object, independently of dead-reckoning errors. As we discuss in more detail in Section IV, by finding for = 20 cm, the maximal target images of numerous test runs, and by investigating how their respective image scores rank compared with other image scores, we obtain a good evaluation metric for the algorithm.
We use the Small Vision System by SRI International for the stereo depth extraction [42] . Our system was developed using a set of tools created by Honda for building large scale distributed intelligent systems [11] . These include the Brain Bytes Component Model (BBCM), the Brain Bytes Data Model (BBDM), design and monitoring systems, and the Real Time Brain Operating System middleware (RTBOS) for executing the component models on a variety of computer platforms. The diagram in Fig. 2 outlines a componentwise breakdown of our system. All component models are coded in C. We employ the walking algorithm and whole-body motion control system that was developed for use with HR [43] .
We use a hypothesize-and-test next-view planner and as such, it is easily parallelizable. We take full advantage of this to make our system real time and suitable for live demonstrations. To speed up the algorithm, the hypothesis evaluation for the nextview planning is applied on a coarser scale of the target, obstacle, and never-viewed maps by reducing the resolution of each dimension of the maps by half. The neighborhoods γ i in (2), correspond to the dimensions of the cells used in these coarser-scale maps. Furthermore, the hypotheses are evaluated in parallel on eight threads running concurrently on a server with two quad-core CPUs.
B. Test Data
We now describe the creation of the offline datasets. In all scenarios, HR starts the search from four different initial heel positions A, B, C, and D, as shown in Fig. 5(c) and (d) . We have also implemented an online version of the system, which works in real time (c 1 ≈ 3 s, c 2 ≈ 3 s/m in the cost function) and, thus, does not rely on the view-sampling data of the offline version of the loop. The online system is currently being used for real-time demonstrations of this paper, in which HR points at the object once it is localized. A demonstration of online search is available in the supplementary material section of the journal. Online and offline search differ in that the offline dataset is created by acquiring one sample image for each element in a set CL ⊆ CL (see Section II-B), and thus for the offline testing, the optimization in (2) takes place over the corresponding subset map(CL ) ⊆ CL , while the path planner still optimizes its paths over ML [see (1) In Scenarios 1 and 2, the target map's prior is uniformly distributed inside the 1.2 m × 1.2 m × 1.2 m region and is assigned a zero prior probability everywhere else in the search region [see Fig. 5(c)] , effectively instructing the algorithm to ignore the zero probability regions. Note that since these zero prior probability regions do not contain any solid structure, our algorithm assigns them a zero target map probability (see Section II-C), even when their prior is not set to zero. Therefore, by setting certain regions to a zero prior, we are effectively investigating the algorithm performance when searching regions containing mostly solid structure and occlusions, where a recognition algorithm is needed to determine if the target object is present. We place ten objects at a time on the table. When we are searching for one of targets 1-10, targets 1-10 are positioned on the table, and when we are searching for one of targets 11-20, targets 11-20 are positioned on the table. A separating wall is always placed bisecting the table's surface to limit the number of viewpoints from which each target is visible.
In Scenario 1, we create the offline dataset HR uses, by having HR sample the search space by facing the table, while simultaneously walking sideways with 0.5-m step intervals around the periphery of a 2 m by 2 m square path centered at the table's center [see Fig. 5(a) ]. At each step, HR acquires six images and the corresponding heel coordinate and eye coordinate frames of HR, that uniformly sample the search region, for a total of 102 pairs of stereo images (i.e., |CL| = 102). Each one of these image pairs represents a candidate hypothesis, which is evaluated when determining where to move next. This allows us to perform rigorous and exhaustive testing of the algorithm's performance that is difficult to perform using an online version of the loop. Note that the order in which we acquire the images is irrelevant, and what is important is to have accurate information on the heel coordinate frame and the eye frame coordinates under which each image is acquired. In Scenario 2, we enlarge the set of images, by having HR walk around a 2 m by 2 m square path and a 3 m by 3 m square path centered at the table's center, while maintaining the same 1.2 m × 1.2 m × 1.2 m uniformly distributed search space region, and using 0.5 m steps with HR always facing the table [see Fig. 5(a) ]. This enlarges the set of images/candidate hypotheses to 252, gives greater variability in the scales with which each object is sampled, and increases the number of candidate hypotheses, while maintaining the Scenario 1 prior.
In the last three scenarios (see Fig. 5(d) . This specifies the volume we want to search for objects. Everywhere else in the search region, the target map prior probability is set to zero as per Scenarios 1 and 2. This zero prior can speed up the search by prespecifying large empty-space regions, which cannot contain the target object. Such zero-prior regions could be specified manually or determined automatically before the search starts, using vision sensors or range finders (lasers and sonars are more reliable than vision sensors are in poorly textured regions), in conjunction with standard SLAM algorithms, since empty regions obviously cannot contain the target object(s) for which we are searching. Note, however, that our system's implementation does not presuppose the existence of such zero priors, nor does it necessarily require them in order to function correctly. If we are dealing with an environment, whose obstacle layout does not change significantly over time, the use of such zero prior regions is preferable, as it would result in faster search times during future online search runs, by inhibiting the costly rediscovery of large obstacles that affect the path planner. Five objects are placed on each shelf, and the other ten objects are placed on the table. HR creates the offline dataset by moving around the periphery of a 2 m by 2 m square path and a 2.5 m by 2.5 m square path centered at the table's center in a clockwise and counterclockwise direction. Each step interval is 0.5 m long. For each step, 15 images are acquired, uniformly sampling the region in front of HR (pan range [-80 • , 80
• ] and tilt range [-15
• ]), resulting in 15 images/candidate hypotheses for each step. Since HR moves in both a clockwise and counterclockwise direction, for each heel position 30 images are acquired, densely sampling the entire search region. This results in 1110 images/candidate hypotheses that HR can choose from for its next view (i.e., |CL| = 1110). In Scenario 3, we use the aforementioned set of candidate hypotheses to test the full algorithm described in this paper. In Scenario 4, we assign a constant value to the cost of each movement, effectively making the cost function independent of the current position of HR. As long as the entire walk space is accessible from each position, the constant cost scenario is independent of HR's starting position. In Scenario 5, we randomly choose the next movement from the 1110 hypotheses available in our dataset, as per Section III-A.
HR is a bipedal robot, with good dead-reckoning precision compared with typical wheeled robots. This allows us to focus on the object localization problem, without worrying about the errors in localizing the position of HR within the map. As long as HR completes its search within a certain number of steps, we can assume that HR's dead-reckoning is fairly accurate. In order to quantify this claim, in most sequences of captured images, HR started and ended from the same heel coordinate. In none of these cases where the error was quantified was HR's ending heel position more than about 10 cm away from its starting heel position. In all cases, HR covered a total of 8-20 m and rotated a total of roughly 360-720
• , demonstrating good deadreckoning precision. Both in the online mode and in the offline mode-during the offline dataset creation-HR lost most of its dead-reckoning precision during rotations. We, thus, minimized the number of rotations performed during the dataset creation. For each executed path, HR either walks (forward, backward, side-way, or diagonally) or makes on the spot rotation and avoids high-curvature turns while walking.
IV. RESULTS
The goal of this project is to have HR search in a room for a certain object and, once the object is found, to have HR point at it. Therefore, one metric based on which we judge the quality of our localization algorithm is the number of pointing actions HR would have to execute until it points at the correct object. The target rank is the metric that we use for this purpose: Assume we are given a list of the image scores for all the distinct images captured in a given test run, where the concept of an image score was defined in Section III-A. In addition, assume that the image scores are sorted in descending order and based on this sorted order, HR sequentially points at the corresponding image score cells. The target rank of this test run is defined as the position in this sorted list (its "rank" in the list) of the image score corresponding to the maximal target image. Ideally, the target rank has a value of 1, indicating that the first object at which HR points is the object for which it is searching. If no maximal target image is found in a given test run, we assign an "unknown" rank, which is denoted by symbol U . The global rank is similar to the target rank, only that the rank is evaluated with respect to the images acquired from all four starting positions A, B, C, and D of any given scenario and any given object. Thus, for every global rank value, there correspond four target ranks.
Figs. 6 and 7 compare the average distance covered and average target map entropy, respectively, for Scenarios 3-5 and for each executed hypothesis. Table I quantifies how long it typically takes to localize a target in each of the different scenarios, as explained in Table I . As explained in Fig. 8 , the figure's first five subfigures show the distribution of target ranks for each individual scenario, while Fig. 8(f) is the distribution of global ranks from all five scenarios, where for notational convenience any global rank that is unknown (U ) or is greater than 30 is placed under the bin labeled U . Detailed analytical results of all the test runs from which the relevant graphs and histograms are derived are available in the supplementary material section of the journal. Examples of the walk paths chosen by HR, as well as examples of how the obstacle and target maps evolve over an executed test run, are also available in the supplementary documentation. We also performed a number of test runs with the online version of the active search algorithm, by searching for some of the targets that the offline test runs indicate are reliably localizable (targets 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, and 11), in order to confirm that the search reliability implied by the offline tests, also generalizes to the online case. All objects were successfully localized. As previously indicated, a demonstration of one such test run is available in the supplementary documentation.
V. DISCUSSION
From Fig. 8(a) and (b) , we observe few differences between Scenarios 1 and 2 (recall that both scenarios use the greedy next-view planner). For example, the percentage of test runs with a target rank of 1-2 and a target rank of U are almost the same. We should point out that from the 3 m × 3 m periphery of Scenario 2, most objects' projections on the image plane are too small to be recognized by the intrinsic scales of our feedforward hierarchy, indicating that the greedy algorithm is capable of compensating by moving sufficiently close to the targets. Recognition rates and the distances covered until the target is localized also remain similar, indicating that the greedy nextview planner is not sensitive to an increased set of viewpoints on the same search space and that the viewpoints of Scenario 1 suffice for good localization.
By comparing Scenarios 1 and 2 with Scenario 3 (all three of which use the greedy next-view planner), we reach some conclusions as to how a more complex scene (Scenario 3 has a significantly greater search space and a significantly larger candidate hypotheses list than the other two scenarios) affects the performance of the localization algorithm. From Fig. 8 and the relevant tables in the supplementary material section of the journal, we note only a small change in the median target rank and the average number of test runs that do not contain a maximal target image (i.e., the test runs marked with an unknown target rank U ). As expected, there is a slight degradation of the results' quality in Scenario 3 due to the increased search space size, but this performance decrease is not sufficient to indicate that the algorithm does not scale well. From Table I , we note an interesting phenomenon. While, for Scenario 3, there is a noticeable increase in the number of executed hypotheses-compared with Scenarios 1 and 2-until the target is first localized, the increase in the total distance covered until the target is first localized is not quite as large. This implies that the average distance covered for each executed hypothesis until the target is first localized is smaller in Scenario 3. This likely occurs because the volume covered by the two shelves is quite close to the table's volume, and the greedy algorithm tends to make smaller steps by switching between searching the shelf and the table space in order to decrease the total distance covered. We would expect the optimal solution to have a constant ratio for the number of executed hypotheses to the distance covered across Scenarios 1-3, if the shelves were far away from the table. This shows that while the greedy next-view planner is not guaranteed to be optimal, its performance is far better than that of a typical baseline next-view planner. We investigate this in more detail with Scenarios 4 and 5 in the following. This shows that the greedy next-view planner does manage to constrain the total distance covered while maintaining an acceptable recognition performance.
From Table I and Figs. 6-8, we can compare the performance of Scenario 3 versus baseline Scenarios 4 (constant cost function) and 5 (randomized cost). From Fig. 6 , we observe that the greedy algorithm covers on average significantly smaller distances for each executed hypothesis than the other two scenarios, while localizing the targets as reliably as Scenario 4 and significantly more reliably than Scenario 5 [note the explosion of U labeled test runs in Fig. 8(e) ]. Furthermore, we notice in Fig. 6 that the greedy next-view planner and the constant cost planner distances start to decrease roughly after hypothesis 13. This is likely due to the greater certainty as to the location of the target-where the target is and is not located-causing HR to cover smaller distances on average. Note that the random next-view planner's distances are constant and do not tend to decrease as the number of executed hypotheses increases. In Fig. 7 , we note that the greedy next-view planner results in a significantly smaller target map entropy after executing each hypothesis. A somewhat surprising result is that the greedy nextview planner also leads to a lower target map entropy than the constant cost next-view planner. Since the constant cost nextview planner ignores the movement costs and simply looks at the next most probable location of the object, one would think that Scenario 4 (which uses a constant cost function) would result in covering longer distances than Scenario 3 but with a faster decreasing entropy. However, as we see in Fig. 7 this is not the case. This seems to occur because the constant cost function executes on average hypotheses that cover greater distances (see Fig. 6 ). This results in a greater number of small patches of never-viewed search regions, which retain their uniform prior and which accumulate over time and lead to a greater overall entropy. Note that the entropies in Fig. 7 tend to converge to a nonzero horizontal asymptote. This is due to big regions in our search space that are never viewed by HR, specifically regions under the table. This, however, does not in any way affect the next-view planner's decisions, as over time, an obstacle map is built around these regions and HR does not sum over those regions' probabilities when choosing where to look next [see (2) ]. Overall, the results of Scenarios 3-5 have justified the use of the greedy next-view planner as an efficient approximation to the optimal next-view planner. Just as the greedy approximation to the Knapsack problem offers an efficient and often optimal solution to the problem [38] , so does the greedy next-view planner offer an efficient solution to the problem that performs better than the baseline cases. From Table I , we see that the distance covered until the target is first localized (i.e., all cases excluding d ≤ U ) does not depend on the target's recognition certainty (i.e., it does not depend on which of the three cases d = 1, d ≤ 3, and d < U with which we are dealing). If we include test runs when HR does not localize the target (d ≤ U ), we end up with greater values.
We note in Fig. 8 that the distributions are bimodal, clustered around ranks 1 and U . We view this as an indication that the likelihood of localization due to chance is trivial in our results, because if that were the case, we would expect to see a more uniform spread in the distributions. We note in Fig. 8(f) that the proportion of U -ranked test runs is significantly lower than it is in any of the other five subfigures. This implies that by increasing the number of viewpoints from which a scene is examined, and without applying any sort of improvements to the single-view recognition algorithm, the presented algorithm can significantly increase the true-positive and true-negative rates. Note that this improvement occurs regardless of the next-view planner used, as it is easily verified from Fig. 8 or by comparing the target and global ranks in the supplementary material section of the paper. This shows that without striving for major improvements in single-view recognition, improvements to the next-view planner can lead to significantly better results. In other words, the importance of intelligent search algorithms should not be trivialized, and the importance of avoiding degenerate viewpoints [26] should not be underestimated either. While we have shown that our greedy next-view algorithm is superior in many ways to other baseline algorithms, the next-view-planning problem is, in our opinion, far from optimally solved, as also argued in [10] .
The work described in this paper constitutes the first active visual search algorithm ever implemented on a humanoid robot developed by Honda [35] . Compared with much of the related work described in Section I, our work is purely vision based and does not use other types of sensors, such as range finders. This follows the premise around which Honda's humanoid robot project [35] is structured, that is, of building robotic systems that emulate human locomotion and the HVS, both in terms of the hardware used (e.g., using a visually guided humanoid robot) and the software architecture used (e.g., using a hierarchical feedforward recognition system inspired by human vision, and a next-view planner that shares a number of behavioral properties with an ideal searcher), thus constituting one of the most advanced neuromorphic systems currently described in the literature to perform visual search. In related work, such as [17] and [18] , nonvision-based SLAM techniques are often used for the map building and self-localization problem. Such techniques are typically superior than vision-based algorithms are, especially in poorly textured environments. In this paper, the problem of self-localization is circumvented due to HR's good dead-reckoning. However, vision-based SLAM techniques, or landmark localization techniques, will have to be applied in future work to make HR capable of searching vastly larger spaces. The presented optimization algorithm evaluates all candidate hypotheses when deciding where to move/look next. Thus, as with all exhaustive search algorithms, it does not easily fall in local minima. However, it does not scale as well as gradient-descent-like optimization or linear-programmingbased approaches do. In contrast with POMDPs which use an infinite time horizon, our optimization algorithm uses a onestep look-ahead, which suffices for certain vision tasks. We did not incorporate an error model in the disparity measurements, since our use of marked candidate cells around each detected scene obstacle was proven sufficient in practice to handle the effects of small depth estimation errors on the target map's updating. Furthermore, the lack of an error model speeds up our algorithm significantly, making real-time performance easier to achieve. As we discovered in practice, achieving near real-time performance is a nontrivial task and depends on many problem parameters, such as the search space size. The next-view planner described does not forbid more complex motions, such as squatting, from taking place. Executing such motions is a mat-ter of having appropriate inverse kinematics libraries that can position the sensor in the desired state.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have shown that fast and reliable 3-D object localization is feasible if we place some reasonable constraints on the problem. Such constraints include placing bounds on the size of the search space, having controlled illumination conditions, having small dead-reckoning errors, and limiting the search to objects that are well recognized by the feedforward hierarchy. We have discussed the intractability of the localization problem. We have shown that a greedy approximation to the constrained active localization problem, which is based on the greedy approximation to the Knapsack problem, can perform better in terms of localization speed than random search and search that ignores the search movement costs. Furthermore, the greedy next-view planner does not lead to a decrease in the reliability of the localization. We briefly discussed the tradeoffs of localizing versus detecting a target object. We used these results as motivation to show that even without perfect dead-reckoning, it is possible to localize the position of an object accurately enough to perform a number of tasks. Future work may include using HR to grasp the object once it has been localized, using voice commands to provide feedback to HR and make the search more interactive, and to deal with dynamic environments changing over time. Future work can also include an extensive analysis of the effects on the results of other parameters (for example, camera resolution, depth-of-field, and search space dimensions) both qualitatively and quantitatively. Performing a cascade of experiments with scenarios, where the difficulty in localizing the object is progressively increased (through an increase in the degree of object occlusion, or an increase in the objects' similarity for example), could provide more insights on the system's limitations and on ways to improve its performance. 
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